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Abstract:  13 
This paper presents a practical approach for dam risk adaptation under the influence of climate uncertainty 14 
based on robust decision-making strategies coupled with climate scenario probabilities. The proposed 15 
methodology consists of a series of steps from risk estimation for current and future situations through the 16 
definition of the most consensual sequence of risk reduction measures to be implemented. This represents a 17 
supporting tool for dam owners and safety practitioners to help make decisions for managing dams or 18 
prioritizing long-term investments using a cost-benefit approach. This methodology is applied to the case study 19 
of a Spanish dam under the effects of climate change. Several risk reduction measures are proposed and their 20 
impacts are analyzed. The application of the methodology allows for identifying the optimal sequence of 21 
implementation measures that overcomes the uncertainty from the diversity of available climate scenarios by 22 
prioritizing measures that reduce future accumulated risks at lower costs. This work proves that such a 23 
methodology helps address uncertainty that arises from the existence of multiple climate scenarios while 24 
adopting a cost-benefit approach that optimizes economic resources in dam risk management. 25 
 26 
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Risk assessment techniques help implement dam safety management as a comprehensive approach. Such 29 
techniques are applied worldwide in the dam sector (ANCOLD 2003; ICOLD 2005; SPANCOLD 2012; 30 
USACE 2011) to support informed safety governance when adopting risk-reduction measures and their 31 
prioritization. Moreover, these approaches are often based on quantitative methods and models, which depend 32 
strongly on the quality and precision of the input data. 33 
Climate change imposes new challenges to the application of risk analysis techniques. Dam risk 34 
management can no longer be envisioned by assuming risk stationarity over long-term operations (Fluixá-35 
Sanmartín et al. 2019a; b; USACE 2016). Updating the risk components becomes imperative to consider new 36 
climate scenarios under a more robust approach. Efforts are currently focused on defining, analyzing, and 37 
managing climate change impacts on risks (Chernet et al. 2014; International Hydropower Association 2019; 38 
USACE 2016; USBR 2014, 2016; Willows and Connell 2003). 39 
However, one issue remains challenging: climate-related uncertainties come on top of other uncertainty 40 
sources, which affects the results of risk analysis models and their effectiveness (Morales-Torres et al. 2019). 41 
This represents a major roadblock for adaptive decision-making and requires organizations and individuals to 42 
adapt their standard practices and decision procedures (National Research Council (U.S.) 2009). Under 43 
uncertain future climate conditions, response strategies that explicitly recognize these uncertainties are an 44 
essential element of decision-making (Street and Nilsson 2014). 45 
The first aspect to consider is the incorporation of climate (and other) uncertainties into the dam safety 46 
assessment. That is, evaluating their effect on each component of risk, taking into account their 47 
interdependencies. This can be achieved using quantitative risk models, which are useful tools for the 48 
identification and structuration of climate change impacts and uncertainties for each dam risk component. 49 
These models have been recently applied in several studies (Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. 2019a; b; Morales-Torres 50 
et al. 2019). 51 
Secondly, it is important to establish how to incorporate these uncertainties into the process of dam 52 
governance by defining so-called robust adaptation strategies and prioritizing risk reduction investments. Such 53 
strategies seek options to satisfy their purpose across a variety of futures by integrating a wide range of climate 54 
scenarios or model results (Haasnoot et al. 2013; Wilby and Dessai 2010). Recent efforts have been put in 55 
applying decision-making approaches to cope with uncertainty effects in water resources systems (Miao et al. 56 
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2014; Minville et al. 2010; Roach et al. 2016; Spence and Brown 2018), although more work needs to be done 57 
in the context of dam safety. 58 
A common economic approach when modeling uncertainty is the use of the expected utility framework 59 
defined by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944). This technique has been applied in different fields to make 60 
decisions without knowing what outcomes will result from a given decision (Chamberlain 2000; Danthine and 61 
Donaldson 2015; Levitan and Thomson 2009). The goal is to capture such uncertainty by characterizing the 62 
outcome likelihood with a given probability distribution and act accordingly. Knowing climate change 63 
probabilities would allow determining the plausibility of risk conditions, which leads to more informed 64 
decision-making (Dessai and Hulme 2004; Jones 2000).  65 
Nevertheless, the struggle to assign probabilities makes it difficult to support informed decisions (New and 66 
Hulme 2000) since no probabilities have been attached to the future climate scenarios (IPCC 2013). Even 67 
though probabilities are needed for risk and adaptation studies (Pittock et al. 2001), the application of methods 68 
to assign these probabilities remains a controversial topic and require further development (Knutti et al. 2010a). 69 
In addition, the expected utility is highly dependent on the selected configuration of probabilities and there is 70 
a risk of overweighing a particular climate scenario, leading to suboptimal decisions. 71 
Since our knowledge about the climate system is not (yet) of enough quality to assign a unique probability 72 
distribution over states, an alternative to the expected utility framework is the application of a multiple priors 73 
approach. The idea is to use different distributions and assign a weight to each of them (Garlappi et al. 2004; 74 
Heal and Millner 2014). These distributions are then used to evaluate the convenience of a decision. This 75 
approach would help lessen the sensitivity of the expected utility evaluation to the probability configuration 76 
used. 77 
This paper presents a practical approach to support robust decision-makings adapted to dam safety in the 78 
context of climate uncertainty. The goal is to define a complete procedure that allows defining and prioritizing 79 
risk reduction measures based on their efficiency on short- to long-term operations while establishing the most 80 
consensual implementation sequence. The usefulness of the approach consists of aggregating multiple 81 
scenarios by applying and adapting the expected utility theory and the multiple priors approach, providing 82 
different results than simply considering a compilation of states. First, the primary uncertainty sources related 83 
to future climate change scenarios are presented. Secondly, a probabilistic approach is given as focused on 84 
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evaluating the robustness of measures and on their prioritization strategy. Finally, the procedure is applied to 85 
a real case study of a Spanish dam based on previous risk results (Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. 2019b). 86 
CLIMATE CHANGE UNCERTAINTY IN DAM RISK MANAGEMENT 87 
When evaluating the risk of dams as well as other complex structures, two types of uncertainty are generally 88 
distinguished as (Ferson and Ginzburg 1996; Hartford and Baecher 2004): 89 
 Natural uncertainty: Arising from inherent variability in natural processes. 90 
 Epistemic uncertainty: Resulting from not having complete knowledge or information about the 91 
analyzed system. 92 
When studying dam risk management, natural uncertainties can arise from variability in potential flood 93 
magnitudes that occur. Epistemic uncertainties are related to the estimation of fragility curves, which represent 94 
a relationship between the conditional failure probabilities and the magnitude of loads that produce such 95 
failures. Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. (2019b) applied a sensitivity analysis to assess how uncertainty in 96 
meteorological modelling affects dam risks. An extract of these results is shown in Fig. 1. 97 
Specific sources of uncertainty can be identified when considering climate change projections. For example, 98 
Hawkins and Sutton (2009) grouped the uncertainties into three major categories: (i) scenario, (ii) internal 99 
climate, and (iii) model uncertainties. Further detailed descriptions of the uncertainty sources can be found in 100 
other references (Eggleston et al. 2006; European Environment Agency 2017; Knutti et al. 2010a; Wilby and 101 
Dessai 2010). The ensemble of uncertainties is propagated through input data and models, which inherit prior 102 
uncertainties and expand at each step of the process. To address such uncertainties, it is typical to work with 103 
ensemble simulations that combine different regional climate models (RCMs), scenarios, and models. 104 
Dam risk is subjected to the impact of climate change uncertainties in different ways. The primary 105 
component that is affected by climatic drivers is the hydrology of river basins. Precipitation regimes play a 106 
key role in this component, as do other factors that are highly dependent on temperature, such as snowmelt 107 
and soil moistening/drying. Uncertainties related to these natural aspects will inevitably affect the evaluation 108 
of flood occurrence through its magnitude and frequency. The other component subjected to the uncertainty 109 
of meteorological scenarios is the distribution of water storage in reservoirs. This determines the loads a dam 110 
is subjected to at the moment of flood arrival, which influences its safety level (SPANCOLD 2012). Surface 111 
water availability is expected to fluctuate primarily from variability in precipitation (IPCC 2014) and 112 
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evapotranspiration (Kingston et al. 2009; Seneviratne et al. 2010), which directly impacts reservoir water 113 
levels. 114 
Besides natural uncertainty, the socio-economic dimension of climate change impacts must also be 115 
considered. For example, the evaluation of dam risks also includes the potential consequences downstream 116 
from the dam, which are directly related to the exposure and vulnerability of people, livelihoods, infrastructure, 117 
or assets in at-risk areas. The evolution of exposure is subjected to global socio-economic trends that are 118 
attributed to climatic drivers (Choi and Fischer 2003; Neumayer and Barthel 2011). Moreover, changes in 119 
freshwater needs, agricultural land use, water resource management strategies, and population growth are 120 
likely to modify the balance between water availability and supply, which then directly impact the reservoir 121 
water levels. However, such processes are still poorly known, and the unpredictability of future socio-122 
economic scenarios also accentuates the uncertainty on the final consequences (Burke et al. 2011). 123 
The aforementioned uncertainties influence the reliability of the results and the adopted adaptation 124 
strategies. This affects how decisions are made and the planning of long-term investments when future climatic 125 
conditions are only conjectured. However, while it is a challenging task, the incorporation of uncertainties 126 
must not prevent decisions from being made. Uncertainty should actually boost strategies that prevent the 127 
considered actions from being inadequate, inappropriate, or increase the vulnerability (Street and Nilsson 128 
2014). When uncertainty cannot be reduced through data collection, research, or improved modeling, the 129 
incorporation of uncertainty into the decision-making process represents a suitable option (Schneider 2003). 130 
In the context of climate adaptation in policy making, relevant approaches include adaptive policy making 131 
(Walker et al. 2013, 2001), adaptation pathways (Haasnoot et al. 2012), or real options analysis (Gersonius et 132 
al. 2012; Park et al. 2014). In addition, there are several other methodologies, tools, and techniques to handle 133 
uncertainties in general. A few examples are scenario planning (Swart et al. 2004), Monte Carlo analysis 134 
(Zhang and Babovic 2012), multi-layer decision analysis (Harvey et al. 2012), and safety margin strategies 135 
(Hallegatte 2009). 136 
A DECISION-MAKING APPROACH INCORPORATING CLIMATE CHANGE UNCERTAINTY 137 
The approach proposed in this paper tries to overcome the above-mentioned limitations in the assignation 138 
of scenario probabilities by simultaneously using multiple probability configurations, which leads to lessen the 139 
sensibility and increase the robustness of the results. The methodology is based on robust decision-making 140 
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strategies coupled with climate scenario likelihoods where each climate projection is associated with a 141 
probability, even if it is only subjective. The ultimate results or recommendations are expressed in the form of 142 
a decision (that has a specific cost) associated with a certain degree of confidence (or uncertainty). Thus, a 6-143 
step iterative strategy is proposed in this paper to apply robust decision-making for dam risk management 144 
under climate change uncertainty (see Fig. 2). When repeated, this approach ultimately allows identifying the 145 
most favorable sequence of implementable risk reduction measures. 146 
Risk estimation for current and future situations 147 
The first step of the proposed decision-making approach is to estimate risk for the current situation and its 148 
evolution with time. In this context, risk can be defined as the combination of three concepts: what can happen 149 
(dam failure), how likely it is to happen (failure probability), and what its consequences are (failure 150 
consequences including but not limited to economic damage and loss of life) (Kaplan 1997). Therefore, risk 151 
can be obtained through the following formula: 152 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 = ∑ 𝑝(𝑒) ∙ 𝑝(𝑓|𝑒) ∙ 𝐶(𝑓|𝑒)𝑒   (1) 153 
where the summation is defined over all events e under the study, risk is expressed in consequences per year 154 
(social or economic), p(e) is the probability of an event that causes failure, p(f|e) is the probability of failure 155 
due to event e, and C(f|e) are the consequences produced as a result of each failure f and event e. For simplicity, 156 
it is suggested to calculate future risks for a select number of time horizons and then interpolate between them 157 
for arbitrary times within the analysis period. 158 
Risk models are the basic tool to quantitatively assess risk and integrate and connect most variables 159 
concerning dam safety (Ardiles et al. 2011; Bowles et al. 2013; Serrano-Lombillo et al. 2012). By applying 160 
such techniques, Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. (2018, 2019b) confirmed that changes in climate, such as variations 161 
in extreme temperatures or the frequency of heavy precipitation events (IPCC 2012; Walsh et al. 2014), are 162 
likely to affect the different components that drive dam risks. These works provide theoretical and practical 163 
guidance on the use of risk models to calculate dam risk evolution under this approach. 164 
Risk evaluation 165 
Risks must be evaluated after they are calculated for current and future scenarios. That allows assessing 166 
whether a risk is tolerable and eventually justifies the proposal and implementation of the risk reduction 167 
measures. Judgments and tolerable risk thresholds are introduced in the process (ICOLD 2005), and risk is 168 
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generally classified as either unacceptable, tolerable, or broadly acceptable (HSE 2001). Different 169 
organizations have proposed risk tolerability recommendations to evaluate whether dam risk levels are 170 
tolerable or not (ANCOLD 2003; SPANCOLD 2012; USACE 2011; USBR 2011). 171 
It is assumed that risks are likely to evolve with time primarily due to climate change impacts; thus, the 172 
results from risk evaluation evolve as well. Under such circumstances, it is convenient to compare the present 173 
and future situations of a dam in terms of its risk evaluation. The different combinations of dam evaluation 174 
cases based on present and future risks are proposed as presented in Table 1. This may help identify the 175 
sensitivity of dam risk to climate change. The more the dam risk tolerability changes between present and 176 
future conditions, the more the dam is susceptible to climate change impacts. 177 
Definition of potential risk reduction measures 178 
The previous step defines the convenience of adopting a certain risk reduction strategy. A set of potential 179 
risk reduction measures is proposed based on the tolerability scenarios for the computed present and future 180 
risks. However, depending on the resulting classification of the dam from the section “Risk evaluation,” 181 
measures that are justifiable in the present may not be necessary in the future (e.g., class III in Table 1) and 182 
vice versa (e.g., class VII). This greatly affects not only the type of measures to be applied but also the decision 183 
time horizon. This horizon is the upper limit of the time interval during which the investment is to be justifiably 184 
financed (Lind 2007). This implies that some measures will only be justifiable for long-term operations. 185 
Moreover, under the uncertainties imposed by climate change scenarios, envisioned risk adaptation 186 
measures must fit the so-called robust approaches. This may help design more robust measures (i.e., no/low 187 
regret options) and discard those that do not perform well for different climate scenarios (Noble et al. 2014). 188 
The design of adopted measures depends on different factors, which include: risk conditions in the 189 
present/future situations; decision time horizon; implementation and operation costs of each measure; 190 
availability of funds; expected lifetime of the dam; technical feasibility of the measure in the long term; socio-191 
environmental factors; or impact of measures on risk. 192 
Risk analysis techniques rely on the efficiency of measures to optimally reduce dam risks, which creates 193 
options that reduce risk at the lowest cost. To assess such an efficiency, the effects of implementing these 194 
measures on the risks must be evaluated, not only in the short term but also for the future. This is usually 195 
performed by applying the principles of cost-benefit analyses where the total expected cost of each measure is 196 
compared with their total expected benefit (Baecher et al. 1980; Palmieri et al. 2001), which is in terms of risk 197 
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reduction here. Different indicators can be used to evaluate dam risk reduction measures, including social 198 
and/or economic terms for the risks (ANCOLD 2003; Bowles 2004, 2000; Serrano-Lombillo et al. 2013). In 199 
general, the measure that reduces the risk with the lowest cost consequently presents the highest efficiency 200 
will be prioritized, which is the measure with the lowest indicator value. 201 
Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. (2019a) presented a methodology to assess the effects of risk reduction measures in 202 
the long term using a proposed risk reduction indicator called the aggregated adjusted cost per statistical life 203 
saved (AACSLS). The AACSLS indicator is used to calculate the total cost of a statistical life saved over a 204 
given period to evaluate the long-term efficiency of the risk reduction strategy. The prioritization of risk 205 
reduction measures can then be defined using this indicator. 206 
Evaluation of measure robustness 207 
Considerations 208 
In contrast with traditional decision analyses seeking strategies that perform best for a fixed set of 209 
assumptions about the future, under robust decision-making approaches the prioritized measures must perform 210 
well under a wide range of scenarios (Lempert et al. 2003). This work proposes applying the expected utility 211 
theory (von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944; Ramsey 1926; Savage 1972) combined with multi-prior 212 
approach to assess the robustness of measures and apply it to dam safety management. 213 
Based on the expected utility theory, preference for a set of alternatives can be established using a 214 
quantitative valuation of their utility, which can be estimated as the sum of the utility of outcomes multiplied 215 
by their respective probabilities (Davis et al. 1998). The alternative with the highest expected utility should 216 
then be selected. In this case, each outcome measures the efficiency of a risk reduction measure under an 217 
expected climate scenario, and the respective probability designates the likelihood of such a scenario. 218 
Therefore, applying this method requires quantifying the outcome that results from implementing a specific 219 
measure and to assign probabilities to each climate scenario. Despite the difficulty of finding quantitative 220 
methods to assess the preferences among different adaptive strategies (Lempert et al. 2006), risk reduction 221 
indicators in the context of dam safety can be used as they quantify the efficiency of each alternative (measure) 222 
envisioned. This paper proposes using the AACSLS to quantify the utility of each risk reduction measure under 223 
a certain future climate scenario. 224 
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It is necessary to determine which configuration(s) of probabilities are used to evaluate the adaptation 225 
measure suitability while also defining the likelihood of each projection. A practical methodology based on 226 
multi-prior approach is proposed in this work to lessen the sensibility and increase the robustness of the process 227 
by performing simulations under different configurations. Such a methodology includes two levels. 228 
First is the generation of a scheme of weighted probabilities configurations, each one describing the 229 
plausibility of the climate future, defined in a prior level or hyperprior. For each configuration, the different 230 
future states (in our case, the climate projections) are assumed having different probabilities of occurrence. 231 
The definition of these configurations thus depends on the knowledge of the climate system and the modelled 232 
projections. 233 
Second is to generate the probabilities assigned to each projection and for each configuration. Indications 234 
for both components are described in the section “Evaluation of measures robustness”. The resulting ensemble 235 
of configurations are presented in the form of modulated probabilities, as shown in Fig. 3. 236 
Procedure 237 
Suppose we have N risk reduction measures and P climate scenarios. The process to define the robustness 238 
of this set of measures is repeated M times using the following steps: 239 
a) Calculate the AACSLS indicator (noted xj,k) for each risk reduction measure j and for each climate 240 
scenario k. 241 
b) Generate a configuration of probabilities pk associated with each climate scenario k, verifying that: 242 
 ∑ 𝑝𝑘 = 1𝑃𝑘=1   (2) 243 
The ensemble of probabilities can be generated or modulated based on one of the scenario weighting 244 
schemes presented in the section “Scenario weighting scheme”. 245 
c) Calculate the expected utility E[u(xj)] of each measure j as the weighted average of all possible outcomes 246 
of such a measure under the different envisioned scenarios. This is expressed as the sum of the products 247 
of probabilities (weights) and utilities (AACSLS values) over all possible scenarios as: 248 𝐸[𝑢(𝑥𝑗)] = ∑ (𝑝𝑘 ∙ 𝑥𝑗,𝑘)𝑃𝑘=1   (3) 249 
d) Rank the measures according to their expected utility. In expected utility theory, preferred actions are 250 
those that present a higher utility; however, the AACSLS presents lower values for more efficient 251 
options. Therefore, when applying this approach, the criterion to be followed in the expected utility 252 
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formula is applied inversely and the measure with the lowest E[u(xj)] is prioritized. Thus, for each 253 
configuration, the M measures have the expected utilities E[u(x1)], E[u(x2)], …, E[u(xN)] and associated 254 
prioritization orders (PO). 255 
e) Repeat M times steps b) to d), where the probabilities pk are redefined. At each repetition of the process, 256 
we assume a different plausibility of the climate futures projected. 257 
The results are expressed in the form of a matrix with M rows and N columns, which define the ranking or 258 
priority order POi,j of the N measures for each probability configuration (Table 2). Once the matrix is built, a 259 
prioritization strategy must be performed to define the most suitable measure. 260 
Scenario weighting scheme 261 
As defined in step b) of the section “Procedure,” each considered climate scenario k must be weighted 262 
according to its relative importance through an associated probability pk. This step is repeated M times.  263 
According to IPCC (2013), no probabilities have been attached to the alternative RCP scenarios (as was the 264 
case for SRES scenarios) and each of them should be considered plausible, as no study has questioned their 265 
technical feasibility. However, in some cases evidences might show that one or several models are not 266 
performing adequately (e.g., unrealistic models for mountain regions in Switzerland detected in CH2018 267 
(2018)) or that a given ranking of such models is of application. In order to pertinently apply this information 268 
to the analysis, a weighting scheme can be envisaged, although some critical aspects must be taken into account 269 
when assessing climate change model results for such purposes (Knutti et al. 2010a). 270 
The different weighting schemes proposed in this work to apply the multi-model combination approach are 271 
presented here as: 272 
a) Equal weights. This is the simplest way to construct the multi-model, and it is assumed that all models 273 
and climate scenarios perform similarly. The projections are then considered as equiprobable (i.e., 274 
p1=p2=…=pP=1/P in Eq.(3)). It has been demonstrated that on average, an equally weighted multi-275 
model consistently outperforms single models (Knutti et al. 2010b; Weigel et al. 2010). In this case, 276 
unless the subset of projections varies among each probability configuration, the procedure described in 277 
the section “Procedure” consists of a unique configuration, and Table 2 would contain only a single row. 278 
This option may be adequate when all climate scenarios are considered equally plausible, as suggested 279 
by IPCC (2013). 280 
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b) Pure random weights. In this case, probabilities are randomly generated while verifying that their sum 281 
is always equal to 1 (Eq. (2)). 282 
c) Based on subjective criteria. Weights can also be established based on subjective criteria to give 283 
preference to cases that better suit the objectives or conditions of the study. Such weighting can be 284 
performed at the global/regional climate model level (GCMs/RCMs) and/or of the representative 285 
concentration pathways (RCPs). 286 
d) Based on climate model performance. There are different available techniques for model weighting 287 
based on multiple performance metrics. For example, Christensen et al. (2010) explored the applicability 288 
of combining a set of six performance metrics to produce one aggregated model weight. Giorgi and 289 
Mearns (2002) weighted the results from an ensemble of GCMs based on two criteria: 1) the skill with 290 
which an individual model reproduces historic climate change, and 2) the extent to which the projections 291 
of an individual model converge to the ensemble mean. However, as stated in Weigel et al. (2010), if 292 
the weights do not appropriately represent the true underlying uncertainties, weighted multi-models may 293 
perform worse than equally weighted approaches. 294 
Such schemes can be applied to the entire ensemble of available climate projections or to a subset of them. 295 
This is true when one of the several projections are not reliable or when they are ill-suited for the study case. 296 
The subset of projections itself may even vary between each repetition (step (e) in the section “Procedure”). 297 
A particular case of ensemble subsetting is presented when a single climate projection is used, although this 298 
does not correspond stricto sensu with a robust decision-making approach. This may be true when only one 299 
climate projection is available, or when the objective is to plan risk adaptation based on the worst-case scenario, 300 
i.e., choosing the projection that presents the highest risk. However, this approach is not recommended because 301 
it may lead to an unrealistic scenario. In addition, it is not always simple or automatic to identify the worst-302 
case climatic model, and the concept of highest risk varies because the risk can evolve with time (Fluixá-303 
Sanmartín et al. 2019b). 304 
Definition of prioritization strategy 305 
When applying the expected utility theory to a specific probability configuration, the alternatives with the 306 
highest utility value (or lowest AACSLS, in this case) should be prioritized. However, the results from previous 307 
steps are given in the form of a table with multiple probability configurations and multiple classifications of 308 
alternatives or rankings (Table 2). A prioritization strategy that considers such diverse results is therefore 309 
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needed. Four approaches are proposed in this paper: (i) average ranking, (ii) likelihood of rankings, (iii) index 310 
of ranking coincidence, and (iv) consensus ranking. 311 
Average ranking 312 
The simplest approach is to assess the preferences of each measure based on its average priority order from 313 
the corresponding row in Table 2. That is, the final priority order POj of each measure j among the M 314 
probability configurations is defined as: 315 
𝑃𝑂𝑗 = ∑ (𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗)𝑀𝑖=1 𝑀⁄   (4) 316 
The measure with the lowest final PO value is then prioritized, which is equivalent to averaging the rankings 317 
and then ranking the averages. Although simple in application, this approach may underestimate the possible 318 
non-linearities due to the sequential application of risk reduction measures. To increase its robustness, this 319 
methodology should be complemented with the use of additional descriptive statistics (e.g., median, mode, 320 
and standard deviation of the POi,j) as well as with descriptive graphics (e.g., boxplots) to detect possible 321 
dispersion in the results. 322 
Likelihood of rankings 323 
This technique consists of assigning a probability to a certain ranking depending on how many times the 324 
ranking is repeated across the columns of Table 2. First, all plausible rankings of the measures are identified 325 
by removing duplicates from Table 2. Then, the frequency of coincidences for each ranking is calculated as 326 
the number of times it is repeated divided by the total number M of tested probability configurations. Finally, 327 
the scale proposed by Mastrandrea et al. (2010) is used to sort the rankings by their rate of recurrence and to 328 
classify them by their probability or likelihood of suitability (Table 3). The ranking with highest preference is 329 
selected. 330 
By considering each ranking independently, this method cannot capture the similarity of ranking pairs. For 331 
example, among the following prioritization rankings, A and B (where alternatives 2 and 1 are the most 332 
suitable) are much more similar than ranking C. However, each ranking is treated as a separate entity without 333 
correlation with the others. This ineffectiveness is reduced when testing more probability configurations. 334 
 Ranking A: 2, 1, 4, 5, 3 335 
 Ranking B: 2, 1, 5, 4, 3 336 
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 Ranking C: 5, 4, 3, 1, 2  337 
Index of ranking coincidence 338 
Morales-Torres et al. (2019) proposed a methodology to consider epistemic uncertainty for risk-informed 339 
management. They developed an index of coincidence to measure the effects of uncertainty when calculating 340 
the prioritization sequences. The index quantifies differences in the order of measures between each sequence 341 
issued from the results of a second-order probabilistic risk analysis and the reference sequence obtained from 342 
the averages of the first-order risk analysis. 343 
Therefore, a new index is proposed in this work to obtain the likelihood of an ensemble of rankings for 344 
measures with respect to a series of reference rankings. The index of ranking coincidence (IRC) is expressed 345 
as: 346 
𝐼𝑅𝐶 = ∑ (∑ (1− |𝑃𝑂𝑗(𝑟)−𝑃𝑂𝑖,𝑗|𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑃𝑂𝑗(𝑟)−1,𝑁−𝑃𝑂𝑗(𝑟)))𝑁𝑗=1 )𝑀𝑖=1 𝑀∙𝑁   (5) 347 
where M is the number of probability configurations tested, N is the number of proposed measures, 𝑃𝑂𝑗(𝑟) is 348 
the priority order of measure j in the reference ranking, and POi,j is the priority order of measure j in the ranking 349 
from probability configuration i. It is noted that the expression max(POj
(r)-1,N-POj
(r)) represents the maximum 350 
possible distance between the priority orders of the reference and the compared rankings. 351 
The proposed procedure based on this index is as follows: 352 
 Extract the N! permutations without repetition of the N envisioned measures 353 
 Consider each permutation as a reference ranking to calculate the IRC compared with the rest of the M 354 
rankings 355 
 The ranking representing the highest IRC is adopted 356 
Consensus ranking 357 
A more complex approach consists of applying consensus ranking analyses. The resulting prioritization 358 
matrix given in Table 2 represents a set of M ordinal rankings of N risk reduction measures. The goal is to 359 
define a consensus ranking that presents the maximum degree of consensus within the M rankings. This 360 
technique has received growing consideration over the past few years and has been widely used in a variety of 361 
domains (Leyva López and Alvarez Carrillo 2015; Luo et al. 2018; Meila et al. 2012; Plaia et al. 2019).  362 
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The procedure consists primarily of two stages. First, the agreement between rankings needs to be 363 
quantified, which can be achieved through dissimilarity or distance measures between the rankings. The most 364 
common measures are those related to distances or correlations. The measures related to distances evaluate the 365 
distance between any two elements in the set of N ordered objects (Farnoud Hassanzadeh and Milenkovic 366 
2014). Rank correlation coefficients measure the degree of similarity between two rankings by associating a 367 
value of +1 to those in full agreement and -1 to those in full disagreement (and all others in between). A large 368 
assortment of methods can be used to accomplish this (Kendall and Gibbons 1990). Typical examples of 369 
metrics in this framework are Spearman’s ρ and Kendall’s τ (Kendall 1938). Spearman’s ρ is the sum of square 370 
differences in the ranks at which items appear, while Kendall’s τ is based on the concept of measuring the 371 
minimum number of interchanges for adjacent ranked objects as required to transform one ranking into the 372 
other. However, other metrics, such as the Kemeny distance (Kemeny and Snell 1962) or the τx of Emond and 373 
Mason (Emond and Mason 2002), have been developed to solve different limitations of common methods. 374 
Second, the agreements among rankings must then be combined to identify a compromise or a consensus. 375 
The objective is to select the ranking that maximizes the average correlation with (or, equivalently, minimizes 376 
the average distance to) the M rankings. Different strategies and algorithms can be used for complex problems 377 
(Amodio et al. 2016; Emond and Mason 2002). 378 
In the context of the proposed prioritization strategy and similar to the previous strategy, the suggested 379 
approach includes: 380 
 Extract the N! permutations without repetition of the N envisioned measures 381 
 For each permutation, measure the agreement with the remaining M rankings using one of the available 382 
metrics 383 
 Choose the combination that verifies the defined consensus criteria 384 
Identification of sequence of implementation 385 
The proposed approach is an iterative process that must be repeated (steps 2 to 6 in Fig. 2) until the sequence 386 
of implementation for all measures is obtained. In its first iteration, the entire set of risk reduction measures is 387 
ranked from best- to worst-suited, and the best measure is selected as the first to be implemented. At each new 388 
iteration, the new base state is defined from the previous implemented measures and the effects of the 389 
remaining proposed measures are analyzed. The process is applied again, but to the set of measures not 390 
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including the ones selected from the previous iterations. A sequence of measures is finally obtained after this 391 
process is consecutively followed. Hence, the procedure does not intend to choose between different 392 
alternatives but prioritizes them by assuming that sufficient time and resources would allow all of them to be 393 
implemented. Although the final sequence may not be systematically the optimal option, it is intended to be 394 
the most consensual not only among all the climate projections but across the different probability 395 
configurations. 396 
For each iteration, the decision time horizon and the time of implementation of the measures must be re-397 
assessed based on the efficiency of the previous measures and on other factors such as the remaining funding 398 
capacity or the program of scheduled maintenance works. 399 
CASE STUDY 400 
The proposed methodology was applied to the case study of a Spanish dam from the Duero River Basin 401 
Authority. The Santa Teresa dam is a concrete gravity dam built in 1960 with a height of 60 m and a length of 402 
517 m. The reservoir has a capacity of 496 hm3 at its normal operating level and is bound by the Santa Teresa 403 
dam and a smaller auxiliary dike. The dam is equipped with a spillway regulated by five gates capable of 404 
relieving a total of 2,017 m3/s with two bottom outlets each having a release capacity of 88 m3/s. 405 
The effects of climate change on the failure risk of this dam through the end of the 21st century were assessed 406 
by Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. (2019b). However, an overall risk increase is expected based on most scenarios, 407 
which indicates significant risk uncertainty as given by the dispersion in the climate projection inputs. This 408 
highlights the difficulty of unequivocally defining recommendations for dam owners and managers on how to 409 
develop and implement risk reduction strategies. Such issues impose a need to address the associated 410 
uncertainty of climate modeling under a decision-making approach. Therefore, this approach was used to 411 
define a robust decision-making strategy for risk reduction under climate uncertainty based on the procedure 412 
displayed in Fig. 2. 413 
Risk estimation 414 
The authors used in Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. (2019b) a risk model for the dam with the iPresas software 415 
(iPresas 2019) to compute the associated failure risks for current conditions and for future climate scenarios. 416 
This study integrated the various projected effects acting on each component of the risk, and was based on 417 
existing data and models from different sources such as climate projections, historical hydro-meteorological 418 
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data or the water resource management model. It is worth mentioning that the reservoir’s exploitation rules 419 
were extracted from the current Hydrological Plan of the Duero River Basin (Confederación Hidrográfica del 420 
Duero 2015) and were adapted based on the the expected population evolution in the study area. A complete 421 
description of the model and the methodology followed to obtain future risks can be found in Fluixá-Sanmartín 422 
et al. (2019b). 423 
The analysis was applied using 21 climate projections (CPs) extracted from the World Climate Research 424 
Programme (WCRP) Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) project (Giorgi et al. 2009) 425 
that encompassed three RCPs (RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). This gave a total of 47 combinations of CPs and 426 
RCPs (Table 4). 427 
The results were obtained over four periods (1970-2005; 2010-2039; 2040-2069; and 2070-2099), which 428 
were used as reference points (years 2005, 2039, 2069, and 2099, respectively) to interpolate the risk and 429 
failure probability for any given year. Accordingly, the evolution of risk for each CP–RCP combination 430 
through the end of the 21st century was calculated. 431 
Risk evaluation 432 
The USBR tolerability criteria (USBR 2011) was applied to determine the convenience of implementing 433 
mitigation measures. These tolerability guidelines were represented on an f-N graph where the vertical axis 434 
represents the failure probability and the horizontal axis represents the average life loss, which can be obtained 435 
by dividing the social risk by the failure probability. 436 
An initial limit was set at a failure probability of 10-4 years-1, which is related to individual risk, public 437 
responsibility of the dam owner, and protecting the image of the organization. A second limit was set for social 438 
risk, suggesting a maximum of 10-3 lives/year. These limits define two areas. The upper (lower) area indicates 439 
that the risk reduction measures are more (less) justified when further from the limit lines. Moreover, a limit 440 
on consequences is placed on the value of 1,000 lives. If the risk is to the right of this line, risks should be 441 
evaluated carefully, ensuring the as-low-as-reasonably-practicable (ALARP) considerations are addressed. 442 
The ALARP suggest that tolerable risks should only be assumed if their reduction is impracticable or the cost 443 
of such reductions is disproportional to its safety gain. 444 
Figure 4 presents the results corresponding to the year 2019 (present), which were calculated using linear 445 
interpolation of the risks for the four different periods described before. Each point represents the 2019 446 
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projected dam risk situation based on a certain CP-RCP combination. The USBR recommendations suggest 447 
that none of the cases indicate an urgent need for risk reduction measures. 448 
However, the results show a progressive deterioration of the dam risk conditions for most of the projections. 449 
For example, Fig. 5 shows the risk in 2059 is confronted with the USBR tolerability criteria. As risk progresses 450 
with time, more cases are found to be above the tolerability limits. Therefore, the need for risk mitigation 451 
becomes progressively more important. 452 
Definition of risk reduction measures 453 
The results justify the implementation of risk reduction measures to address risk in the medium and long 454 
term. Four measures are proposed based on prior risk analyses performed on a set of dams from the Duero 455 
River Basin Authority (Ardiles et al. 2011; Morales-Torres et al. 2016) combining the recommendations of 456 
failure mode identification working sessions and the actions foreseen by the dam manager. Quantitative risk 457 
results were used to select the most efficient options for further analysis and prioritization. In addition, two 458 
measures (C and D) were designed selecting the most efficient configuration of wall height and spillway crest 459 
level by comparing its costs with the risk reduction achieved. A description of each measure is presented 460 
below, and the corresponding implementation and operation costs are provided in Table 5. 461 
 Measure A: Implementation of an emergency action plan. This measure reduces the potential societal 462 
consequences of dam failure by applying adequate protocols and systems for warning and evacuating 463 
the downstream population. Measure A does not impact the failure probability or economic risk, but 464 
only affects social risk as it only addresses the exposure of at-risk populations. 465 
 Measure B: Construction of a continuous concrete parapet wall with height of 1.5 m along the dam and 466 
the auxiliary saddle dam. The direct effect is an increased dam freeboard, which reduces the probability 467 
of overtopping. 468 
 Measure C: Lowering the spillway crest level by 1.5 m and replacing the Tainter gates that regulate the 469 
outflows. This increases the discharge capacity through each gate from 403 m3/s at its nominal operating 470 
level up to 588 m3/s. 471 
 Measure D: Implementation of an enhanced maintenance program for spillway gates. The gate 472 
reliability is assumed to progressively deteriorate with time. Under this measure, the individual 473 
reliabilities are conserved, which reduces future dam failure risks. 474 
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Estimation of the efficiency in risk reduction for each measure 475 
The risk model was used to compute the evolution of social and economic risks through the end of the 21st 476 
century by considering the effects of each measure on the different dam safety components. This assesses the 477 
efficiency of each measure and for each future scenario by applying the AACLS indicator (Fluixá-Sanmartín 478 
et al. 2019a). One of the key factors in assessing the efficiency of each measure using the AACSLS is the 479 
definition of the decision time horizon, which is the upper limit of the time interval during which the investment 480 
is justifiably financed (Lind 2007). Given the age of the Santa Teresa dam and the functionality of the proposed 481 
risk reduction measures, the decision time horizon was set to 40 years. Thus, the study period is from 2019 482 
(present) to 2059. 483 
Once the indicator was computed, the four proposed risk reduction measures were ranked for each of the 47 484 
CP-RCP combinations using only the AACSLS indicator (lower AACSLS values indicate more efficient 485 
options). Figure 6 shows the uncertainty behind the analysis as the number of combinations that lead to a 486 
specific priority order for each measure. As a result, it appears that Measure A is ranked primarily in the 2nd 487 
position and Measure D is in last position. However, it remains unclear what positions (1st and 3rd) occupy 488 
Measures B and C. This highlights the need for a more robust approach to define the sequence of measures to 489 
implement. 490 
Multi-model combination 491 
The robustness of the four measures were first evaluated, and a total of 100 probability configurations were 492 
established. For each configuration, a set of 47 probabilities were generated and associated with each CP and 493 
RCP combination. The scenario weighting scheme was then used to produce purely random probabilities. 494 
Next, the expected utility of each measure j was calculated following Eq. (3) to establish the measure ranking 495 
based on the increasing expected utility. For each probability configuration, the measures were prioritized and 496 
a table analogous to Table 2 was obtained from their prioritization orders. 497 
Prioritization strategy 498 
Once the rankings were obtained for the 100 tested probability configurations, the four prioritization 499 
strategies were applied. These measures are the average ranking, likelihood of rankings, index of ranking 500 
coincidence, and consensus ranking (in this case, using the Spearman’s ρ rank correlation coefficient to 501 
quantify the agreement between rankings). 502 
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Identification of the implementation sequence 503 
The procedure from steps 2 to 6 of Fig. 2 has been sequentially applied to identify the optimal sequence of 504 
risk reduction measures. The procedure was repeated at each implementation step (i.e., considering each step 505 
as the case with the previous measures already implemented to analyze the effects of the remaining proposed 506 
measures) until the sequence of measures was finally obtained. 507 
At each step of the implementation, the same prioritization ranking of measures was consistently obtained 508 
with all the tested methods, which highlights the robustness and high confidence of the choices made. It is 509 
noted that a waiting period of 2 years was fixed between each measure implementation to account for budget 510 
limitations and the completion of measures. Subsequent application of this procedure led to the following 511 
sequence of measure implementation (Table 6): 512 
 1st step: Measure B 513 
 2nd step: Measure A 514 
 3rd step: Measure C 515 
 4th step: Measure D 516 
The homogeneity of the obtained results is in contrast with the uncertainty shown in Fig. 6, which 517 
emphasizes the convenience of the proposed approach. 518 
Moreover, the risks in 2059 (after the 40-years decision time horizon) resulting from the sequential 519 
implementation of the four measures were computed and are presented in Fig. 7. Starting with the base case 520 
situation in 2059 (Fig. 5), a progressive reduction in both the failure probability and life loss is observed as the 521 
measures are implemented. It is noted that some measures, such as B or C, reduce both the failure probability 522 
and the average consequences. However, as mentioned above, Measure A only reduces the societal 523 
consequences and does not impact the failure probability. 524 
Furthermore, as the implementation of the measures progresses, progressively fewer cases are above the 525 
tolerability criteria. For example, after implementing Measure A, all cases are below the social risk limit of 526 
10-3 lives/year. While this would imply that the implementation of further measures is no longer justified, risk 527 
is expected to continue to rise through the end of the 21st century. Therefore, the measures that may not be 528 
entirely justified for a specific period could be necessary when considering a wider time horizon. 529 
It is noted that current USBR guidelines do not include the temporal dimension in their criteria, indicating 530 
they do not account for the influence of climate change. Therefore, a re-definition of such recommendations 531 
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is worthwhile. After revising these criteria, the proposed methodology is re-defined or techniques to update its 532 
application are established. 533 
Moreover, in order to assess the sensitivity of the results to the weighting scheme selected, the analysis has 534 
been repeated using the “Equal weights” scheme instead of purely random probabilities. In this case, the 535 
procedure consists of a unique configuration where all climate projections have equal probabilities. According 536 
to the results, the same sequence of measure implementation as in Table 6 has been obtained for the four 537 
proposed prioritization strategies. 538 
CONCLUSIONS 539 
Advances are being made towards adaptation approaches for dam risk management under the influence of 540 
climate change to help dam owners and safety practitioners in their decision-making processes. However, some 541 
factors remain a challenge and must be comprehensively integrated in such a process. In particular, further 542 
efforts that address the intrinsic uncertainties related to climate change are needed. This work presents an 543 
innovative approach on dealing with climate uncertainty applied to dam risk management based on robust 544 
decision-making strategies coupled with climate scenario probabilities assignation. 545 
The approach encompasses a complete procedure that allows defining and prioritizing risk reduction 546 
measures based on their efficiency on short- to long-term operations while establishing the most consensual 547 
implementation sequence. The proposed methodology helps establish the most consensual sequence of risk 548 
reduction measures to be implemented by integrating the uncertainty of future scenarios. It guides the dam 549 
practitioner in selecting the scenario weighting scheme as well as in defining the alternatives prioritization 550 
strategy, while introducing a new index (IRC) to obtain the likelihood of an ensemble of rankings for measures. 551 
The usefulness of the approach consists of aggregating multiple scenarios by applying and adapting the 552 
expected utility theory and the multiple priors approach, providing different results than simply considering a 553 
compilation of states. The final result will be expressed as the most consensual sequence of measures, not only 554 
among all the climate projections considered, but across the different probability configurations. 555 
The developed methodology was applied to the case study of a Spanish dam for which the risks were 556 
quantified for present and future states using a quantitative risk model. The results revealed the need for 557 
mitigation measures to reduce risks in the medium and long term. Four risk reduction measures were proposed 558 
and their effects analyzed. Different prioritization strategies were tested and the resulting measure rankings 559 
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were compared for each implementation step using the AACSLS indicator and a multi-model combination 560 
procedure. Finally, the most favorable sequence of measure implementations was obtained, which prioritizes 561 
those that reduce future accumulated risk at lower costs. The results indicate a homogeneous portrayal of the 562 
most convenient and consensual courses of action for risk adaptation. It was demonstrated that such a 563 
methodology helps cope with uncertainty that arises from the existence of multiple climate scenarios while 564 
adopting a cost-benefit approach to help optimize economic resources in dam risk management. 565 
Although climate change-related uncertainty was addressed in this work, other sources of uncertainty remain 566 
highly influential in dam risk assessment and should be integrated in a comprehensive approach for decision-567 
making. Some of these include incomplete knowledge while others are affected by the intrinsic variability of 568 
climatic and environmental systems, or the effect of socioeconomic scenarios on the exploitation rules of the 569 
dam-reservoir system. Moreover, the assessment of climate change impacts on dam safety incorporates a series 570 
of limitations that remain a challenge, as raised in previous references of the authors (Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. 571 
2018, 2019a; b). This type of strategies must therefore benefit from future advances in science and techniques 572 
that will help to overcome such weaknesses. 573 
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Accounting for climate change uncertainty in long-term dam risk management 1 
TABLES 2 
Table 1. Different dam evaluation cases based on present and future risks. 3 
  Present risk 
  Broadly acceptable Tolerable Unacceptable 
Future 
risk 
Broadly acceptable I II III 
Tolerable IV V VI 
Unacceptable VII VIII IX 
 4 




1 2 … N 
1 PO1,1 PO1,2 … PO1,N 
2 PO2,1 PO2,2 … PO2,N 
… … … … … 
M POM,1 POM,2 … POM,N 
 6 
Table 3. Classification of the ranking preference according to their frequency (based on 7 
Mastrandrea et al. (2010)). 8 
Frequency of ranking Preference of ranking 
>99% Exceptionally high 
90% - 99% Very high 
60% - 90% High 
33% - 66% 
About as preferable as 
not 
10% - 33% Low 
1% - 10% Very low 
0% - 1% Exceptionally low 
 9 
Table 4. List of climatic projections (CP) used in the case study showing the driving GCM, 10 
ensemble member, institute, and RCM for each where the RCP is available. 11 
ID Driving GCM Ensemble Institute RCM RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5 








 x x 
CP2 CNRM-CERFACS-CNRM-
CM5 
r1i1p1 SMHI RCA4  x x 
CP3 ICHEC-EC-EARTH r12i1p1 CLMcom CCLM4-8-
17 
x x x 
CP4 ICHEC-EC-EARTH r12i1p1 KNMI RACMO22E x x x 
CP5 ICHEC-EC-EARTH r12i1p1 SMHI RCA4 x x x 
CP6 ICHEC-EC-EARTH r1i1p1 KNMI RACMO22E  x x 
CP7 ICHEC-EC-EARTH r3i1p1 DMI HIRHAM5 x x x 
CP8 IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-LR r1i1p1 GERICS REMO2015 x   
CP9 IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-MR r1i1p1 IPSL-
INERIS 
WRF331F  x x 
CP10 IPSL-IPSL-CM5A-MR r1i1p1 SMHI RCA4  x x 
CP11 MOHC-HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1 CLMcom CCLM4-8-
17 
 x x 
CP12 MOHC-HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1 DMI HIRHAM5   x 
CP13 MOHC-HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1 KNMI RACMO22E x x x 
CP14 MOHC-HadGEM2-ES r1i1p1 SMHI RCA4 x x x 
CP15 MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1 CLMcom CCLM4-8-
17 
 x x 
CP16 MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1 MPI-CSC REMO2009 x x x 
CP17 MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR r1i1p1 SMHI RCA4 x x x 
CP18 MPI-M-MPI-ESM-LR r2i1p1 MPI-CSC REMO2009 x x x 
CP19 NCC-NorESM1-M r1i1p1 DMI HIRHAM5  x x 
CP20 NCC-NorESM1-M r1i1p1 SMHI RCA4   x 
CP21 NOAA-GFDL-GFDL-ESM2G r1i1p1 GERICS REMO2015 x   
 12 
Table 5. Implementation and maintenance costs for each risk reduction measure. 13 
Measure Implementation cost Operation cost 
A 601,528 € 30,076 €/year 
B 479,413 € 0 €/year 
C 2,817,365 € 0 €/year 
D 0 € 82,750 €/year 
 14 
Table 6. Order of implementation in the sequence of risk reduction measures based on each of the 15 




A B C D 
Average ranking 2 1 3 4 
Likelihood of rankings 2 1 3 4 
Index of ranking coincidence 2 1 3 4 
Consensus ranking 2 1 3 4 
 17 
 18 
1 10 100 1,000
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Accounting for climate change uncertainty in long-term dam risk management 1 
Fig. 1. Effects of precipitation sampling uncertainty on (a) social and (b) economic risks, where the kernel 2 
density plot for each variable is displayed in red on the x and y axes (source: Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. 2019b). 3 
 4 
Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the decision-making strategy. 5 
 6 
Fig. 3. Example of probability configurations (1 to 5) for different climate projections (CP1 to CP7). 7 
 8 
Fig. 4. USBR tolerability criteria and f-N points representing the estimated failure probability and loss of 9 
life based on the risk results for 2019 (present). 10 
 11 
Fig. 5. USBR tolerability criteria and f-N points representing the estimated failure probability and loss of 12 
life based on the risk results for 2059. 13 
 14 
Fig. 6. Number of cases (CP-RCP combinations) leading to the priority order for each risk reduction 15 
measure. 16 
 17 
Fig. 7. Representation of the f-N points for the estimated failure probability and loss of life in 2059 after 18 
sequentially implementing (a) Measure B, (b) Measures B and A, (c) Measures B, A and C, and (d) 19 
Measures B, A, C and D. 20 
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